EMDEON CLINICAL EXCHANGE™

Connecting laboratories to providers. Clean orders and superior results.

Simplifying the Business of Healthcare
Emdeon Clinical Exchange helps you:

Virtually Eliminate EHR Integration Hassles

Point-to-point interfaces can be costly to implement and difficult to maintain. Emdeon Clinical Exchange network can provide access to electronically placed orders and deliver results through a single standards-based connection integrated into your provider’s EHR.

Get Clean, Billable Orders

Emdeon Clinical Exchange applies your business rules into the ordering process, to enable your orders to be immediately ready upon receipt for accessioning and billing.

Emdeon Clinical Exchange helps laboratories to providers. Clean orders and superior results.

Laboratories today serve many different types of providers, each with their own unique technology requirements, complicating the ordering process and results distribution. They also confront the dual challenges of intense competition and continually changing regulations.

Emdeon has more than 250 years of combined experience helping laboratories achieve their business and technology goals. Let our team of clinical exchange experts demonstrate how Emdeon Clinical Exchange solutions for laboratories can help drive volume, connect stakeholders and help providers get back to serving patients.

Emdeon Clinical Exchange EHR Lite: Certified. Simplified. EHR.

Emdeon Clinical Exchange EHR Lite, an ONC-Certified EHR,* connects healthcare providers to you. Allow them to place orders, receive results and help them qualify for Meaningful Use incentive payments.

Features include:
• ONC-Certified EHR Lite
• Lab and radiology orders
• Results distribution
• Electronic prescribing
• Quality reports
• Robust patient education
• SOAP notes
• Dragon compatible
• CCR exchange
• Practice Management System integration

*This Complete EHR is 2011/2012 compliant and has been certified by an ONC-ATCB in accordance with the applicable certification criteria adopted by the Secretary of Health and Human Services. This certification does not represent an endorsement by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services or guarantee the receipt of incentive payments. Emdeon Inc, 01/19/12, Emdeon Clinician 7.6, 01/19/12, 20120101, NQF0025/PQR1, NQF0028, NQF0038, NQF0059/PQR1, NQF0064/PQR12, NQF0068/PQR13.
EMDEON CLINICAL EXCHANGE ORDERS.
Clean Orders. Quick Results.

Emdeon Clinical Exchange Orders can quickly connect your laboratory to the provider offices they serve. Produce cleaner orders and more satisfied physicians.

Features include:
• Connectivity to Emdeon’s EHR network
• Order placing and routing
• Split requisitions
• Compendium management
• Directory of services management
• Medical necessity checking and ABN generation
• Automated, in-line registration with HIS systems

HELP INCREASE VOLUME
Costly EHR interfaces and proprietary lab portals are difficult for physician practices and hospitals to manage. Emdeon Clinical Exchange™ creates a single, integrated workflow, making it easier for providers to do business with you.

HELP REDUCE DISTRIBUTION COSTS
Reduce or eliminate the expense of paper, Teleprinter and courier distribution with automated, integrated, electronic delivery of your results and clinical reports.

ENJOY A BUDGET-FRIENDLY SOLUTION
Emdeon has implemented its scalable Software as a Service (SaaS) architecture and expertise in laboratories across the country. Because Emdeon works with your existing systems and workflow, we require relatively less capital expense than you may experience with higher cost alternatives.

EMDEON CLINICAL EXCHANGE RESULTS.
Superior Results. Affordability Delivered.

Emdeon Clinical Exchange Results can streamline workflow and reduce costs by affordably delivering electronic results and reports to provider offices.

Features include:
• Connectivity to Emdeon’s EHR network
• Support for more than 80 document types
• Automated results routing
• AutoPrint automated printing
• Cumulative reporting
• SaaS-based delivery model
• Can be live in 30 days
WHY EMDEON?

We’re experts in clinical exchange. With the single largest clinical, financial and administrative health information network in the nation, Emdeon has connectivity to 90 percent of hospitals and physicians and has the ability to connect to virtually all pharmacies and payers.

We place cleaner orders. Emdeon can integrate your lab’s business rules into our workflow: medical necessity, ABN generation, “Ask at Order Entry” questions, even generating split requisitions. We help you receive clean and billable orders the first time.

We are affordable. Because Emdeon works with your existing systems and workflow it can require relatively less capital expense and therefore reduce the financial risk associated with higher cost alternatives.

We’re inside the EHR. By connecting your existing infrastructure to our SaaS-based exchange, you can have virtually instant clinical connectivity to the EHR systems we empower.

To learn more about Emdeon Clinical Exchange solutions, contact your representative at 877.EMDEON.6, or visit www.emdeon.com/labs/.

Emdeon is a leading provider of revenue and payment cycle management and clinical information exchange solutions, connecting payers, providers and patients in the U.S. healthcare system. To learn more, visit our website at www.emdeon.com.